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Abstract: Collaborative filtering is one of the most widely used techniques for personalized recommendation services to users, since it
can assist users to specify their interest on available items. The key feature of this technique is to find similar users by applying similarity
measures on user-item rating matrix. Personalized system can thus provide recommendations for users based on the interest of the active
user as well as a likeminded users. The success of the recommendation process depends upon the similarity metric used to find the most
similar users. Similarity measures like cosine, Pearson Correlation Coefficient, Jaccard Uniform Operator Distance etc are not much
effective when user-item rating matrix is sparse. This paper presents a new similarity model to calculate the similarities between each
user, when only few ratings are available in the user profile. The proposed model considers both global preference as well as the
local context of the user behavior. Experiments are conducted on two different datasets and compared with many existing similarity
measures. The results of the experiments show that the proposed similarity measure improves the performance of the personalized
recommendation process.
Keywords: Neighborhood Similarity Measure; Personalization; Recommendation Systems; Top-K Similarity; Collaborative Filtering;
Similar users

1 Introduction
With rapidly increasing amount of information in the
World Wide Web, it becomes difficult to locate relevant
information from a large volume of data. Personalized
recommendation services are used to help users to find
the information of interest to them. Personalized
recommendation services are of great importance in
e-commerce web sites such as Amazon, Flip kart, Snap
deal, digital library and online news portals.
The collaborative filtering techniques are the most
widely used techniques in the field of personalized
recommendation services to recommend an item to the
users [17]. It gives recommendation based on similar
users with the active user or the similar items with the
items which is rated by the active user. Collaborative
filtering recommendations depend upon the preferences
of a set of users. The preferences of users can be tracked
explicitly or implicitly. The explicit feedback which can
be described as rating value given by the particular user
on particular item. The implicit feedback which can be
described by a user behavior, like clicking on a particular
item. Memory-based CF [16,21] and Model based CF
∗ Corresponding

[18] are the two different types of collaborative filtering
techniques. Model based methods constructs a model that
reflects the behavior of the users and then it predicts the
rating for the item or it recommends the item to the user.
Memory based method calculates the similarity between
the active user and all other users in the database and then
it selects the most similar users as the neighbors, it then
makes the recommendation according to the active user as
well as the neighbors preferences.
This paper focuses on the recommendation system
performance based on memory-based CF algorithms. The
data set of any recommendation systems is very large
since it has U*I matrix. Plenty of items have been rated
by only a few of the total number of users present in the
database. so, even active users can see just a few of items
present in the database. This problem is called as a
sparsity problem. It has a negative impact on the
collaborative filtering based recommendation process. If
the user item rating matrix is very sparse, then the
similarity value calculated between two users will not be
reliable and hence has a negative impact on CF based
recommendation process.
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Collaborative filtering needs a lot of computations
(permutations & combinations) to calculate a similarity
between two users. They grow non linearly with
increasing number of users. For example, if the database
have U number of users and I number of items then the
time complexity will be O(U*I). This problem is called as
a scalability problem. P. Resnick et al [11] has suggested
a solution to this problem. One of the existing solutions to
this problem is to run the time-consuming training step in
an offline mode and then produce a prediction with in a
shorter time period in an online mode.
The core success of CF algorithms is either to
compute a similarity between active user and all other
users in the database or compute a similarity among
items. Many researchers in the field of recommendation
systems proposed lot of similarity measures such as
Cosine, Jaccard, Pearson Correlation Coefficient, PIP,
Adjusted Cosine, Euclidian Distance etc.. But all these
similarity measures suffer from lower coverage and lower
accuracy due to data sparsity and scalability problem in
user-item matrix.
This paper presents an improved similarity measure
which combines proportion of common ratings, global
preferences, and ratings on non co-rated items of each
user ratings. Experiments were conducted to analyze the
performance of the proposed approach and it is compared
with the existing similarity measures. Experimental
results show that the proposed approach outperforms
when the user-item rating matrix is sparse.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
section 2 describes the advantages and shortcomings of
traditional similarity measures related to user based CF.
Section3 describes the need and working principle of the
proposed similarity measure. Experimental results are
discussed in section4 and the conclusion of this paper is
discussed in section5.
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neighborhood based approach is to formulate a k nearest
neighbors (like minded people) based on the ratings given
by the users on different items. The prediction task of the
neighborhood based approach is to predict the rating of a
particular item based on the neighborhood information.
Hence this approach formulates k nearest neighbors to
predict a interest of a particular user on particular item.
For this purpose, this method computes a similarity
between the active user and all other users in the
user-item dataset, and then it selects k closest users to
form the nearest neighbors of the active user. Finally,
based on the neighborhood cluster, this method will
predict a rating interest of a particular user on a particular
item, or recommend set of items to the user based on the
neighbors interest. Neighborhood based method can be
categorized as User based CF methods and Item based CF
methods. The user based CF methods [3] predict the
rating of a particular item or recommend set of items
based on ratings of ith item made by the neighbors of the
active user.

r u ,i = r i +

2.1 Neighborhood based approach
The memory based approach also called as
Neighborhood based approach is introduced in Group
lens systems, and this approach has been used in wide
variety of recommender systems. It will use user profile
(which contains user interest on particular item ) to
generate a list of items to recommend for an active user.
Generally the user interest on a particular item is specified
as a categorical rating from 1 to 5. An entry 0 in the user
item rating matrix indicates that the particular user u has
not rated the particular item. The prediction task of the
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(1)

ri = average rating of item Ii .
S(Ii , In )= similarity between the target item Ii and the nth
similar item of I.
ru,n = is the rating made by the active user u on the nth
similar item of I. Jamali et al [M. Jamali] introduced the
item based CF methods. This method computes similarity
between target item and all other items to find k- most
similar items. Finally unknown rating is predicted based
on the ratings of k items made by the active user.

ru ,i = ru +

2 Related works
This section details about the working principle of
neighborhood based CF approach in detail and the
different existing similarity measures.

∑Nn=1 S (Ii , In ) ∗ (ru ,n −rn )
∑Nn=1 |S (Ii , In ) |

∑Nn=1 S (Uu ,Un ) ∗ (rni − rnu )
∑Nn=1 |S (Uu ,Un ) |

(2)

Where,
ru = average rating of the user Uu .
S(Uu ,Un ) = similarity value between and its nth neighbor
rnu = average rating of nth neighbor with respect to active
user U.
rni = rating value made by nth neighbor on ith item.
Hence the similarity measurement model plays a vital
role in any recommendation systems. Similarity measures
in Memory based Collaborative Filtering: Traditional
measures such as cosine similarity, Euclidean distance,
Pearson correlation coefficient are frequently used
similarity measures in personalized recommendation
systems. A list of existing similarity measures in user
based CF algorithm is given in table 1. Salton et al [17]
proposed a cosine similarity measure in information
retrieval domain.
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Table 1.Advantages and disadvantages of existing similarity Measures.
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3 Modified heuristic similarity measurement
model
The main motivation of the proposed similarity model is
to combine the local context as well as the global
preferences of the user behavior in order to improve the
prediction of nearest neighbors and performance of the
recommender systems.
The similarity measurement model plays a vital role
in neighborhood based CF approach during the
formulation of nearest neighbors of an active user. From
the literature survey, it is interpreted that the traditional
similarity measures are not suitable for sparse rating
dataset. The proposed similarity measure uses Jaccard
similarity which is used to compute a proportion of
common ratings made by two users, Modified
Bhattacharya coefficient measure, which is introduced to
compute divergence between the ratings made by two
users and PSS which is introduced to utilize the absolute
ratings of the two users during the similarity computation.

1

Singularity (ru ,i , rv ,i ) = 1 −

1 + exp(−|

ru ,i +rv ,i
− µi |)
2

(7)

Where,µi = average rating of item i.
The proportion of common ratings made by two users
should also be considered to increase the accuracy of the
similarity.
|Iu | ∩ |Iv |
|Iu | ∪ |Iv |

sim (u, v) =

(8)

Bhattacharya coefficient:
Bhattacharya Coefficient similarity measure provides
similarity between two probability distributions. It
provides a measure of the amount of overlap between two
statistical samples or population. If p and q are a discrete
probability distributions over the same domain X, then
the Bhattacharya distance between p and q is defined as,
p
BC (p, q) = ∑ p (x) q(x)
(9)
x∈X

3.1 Working principle of the Proposed similarity
measure
The modified heuristic similarity measure combines
PSS, Jaccard and Modified Bhattacharya coefficient to
calculate a similarity between two users. The Proximity
Significance Singularity (PSS) similarity between two
users is calculated as follows.
sim(u, v)PSS =

∑′

If p and q are a continuous probability distributions
over the same domain x means, then the Bhattacharya
distance between p and q is defined as,
BC (p, q) =

PSS(ru ,i , rv ,i )

m

BC (U,V ) =

(3)

(4)

1
1 + exp(−|ru ,i −rv ,i |)

(5)

Where, ru,I = rating value made by user u on item i.
rv,I = rating value made by user v on item i.
Significance is defined as the distance between the
median value of the rating scale and the rating value made
on a particular item by two different users.
1
1 + exp(−|ru ,i −rmed | .|rv ,i −rmed |)
(6)
Singularity is describes how two ratings made on a
particular item by two different users with respect to the
mean rating of that item

(10)

q


X̂Uh (X̂V h )

(11)

Where, X̂uh and X̂vh are the users rating value on
different items under the domain X and it is calculated as
follows,

Where, Proximity is defined as the distance between
rating made on a particular item by two different users.

X̂Uh =

#h
#u

(12)

Where, h=number of items rated with rating value h.
u= number of items rated by user u. This will be
illustrated with the following example. Let us consider
the rating scale lies between 1 to 4. i.e1,2,3,4. U1 and U2
are the two users made a rating on four different items.
Table 2. Example User-Item Rating Matrix
Users/Item
U1
U2

Signi f icance (ru ,i , rv ,i ) = 1 −
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∑

h=1

PSS (ru ,i , rv ,i ) = Proximity (ru ,i , rv ,i ) ∗
Signi f icance (ru ,i , rv ,i ) ∗ Singularity(ru,i , rv ,i )

p (x) q (x) dx

The similarity between two users u and v are calculated
using rating made by those two users on available items
and it is computed as follows.

i∈I

Proximity (ru ,i , rv ,i ) = 1 −

Z p

BC (U 1,U 2) =

I1
2
2

I2
3

I3
4
1

I4
2
2

s               
0
1
2
2
0
1
1
0
(13)
+
+
+
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
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BC(U1,U2)= 0.333
The disadvantage of existing Bhattacharya Coefficient
Measure is that, it does not give any importance to local
similarity, namely when a pair of users made dissimilar
rating value on similar items. It will return 0 even if there
exist a number of co-rated items by two users with
dissimilar rating value. It does not give any importance to
the number of common items rated by two users. Hence
the similarity value provided by BC will not be reliable
for all kind of situations. To avoid this problem, the
proposed similarity measure modifies the Bhattacharya
Coefficient as follows,
sim(u, v)MBC =

BC

sim(u, v)

1
BC
1 + exp−|sim(u,v) |

m

=
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∑

h=1

s

h u ,i
|Iu |



h v ,i
|Iv |



(14)

(15)

Where, hu,i = number of items rated with rating value
h by user u.
hv,i = number of items rated with rating value h by user v.
Iu = total number of items rated by user u.
Iv = total number of items rated by user v. The
formalization of the modified heuristic similarity measure
is defined as follows:
sim (u, v) = w1 ∗ sim(u, v)Jaccard +
[w2 ∗ (sim(u, v)PSS ∗ Sim(u, v)MBC )]

4.1 Dataset
News dataset and Jester datasets[19] are used in the
experiments. The news articles were collected from
google news website at various time interval (from 1st
june2015 to 30th Aug 2015), and it forms the news
database. The proposed system maintains user profile and
news item database. User profile data base contains the
information like, userID, Category, rating value,
newsid ,snippet,URL,content,time stamp, and Click
Frequency. News item data base contains the informations
like newsid , category, URL, Snippet, Content and
published time. The data set consists of 5058 users under
5 categories from sports domain namely, cricket, football,
hockey, tennis and athletics. Each user is interested in at
least two categories. Jester dataset is used for online jokes
recommendation system. Jester dataset includes data from
24,938 users who have rated 15 to 35 jokes. The rating
matrix of dimension contains 24,938 X 101 ratings real
values from -10.00 to 10.00. Hence sparseness of the
dataset is more. The dataset also includes the number of
jokes rated by each user. To demonstrate the performance
of the proposed measure, 80% of users are used for
training while 20% is used for testing.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
(16)

Where w1 and w2 value is taken as 0.5. i.e equal weight
has been assigned to both proportion of common ratings
and the absolute rating of the user.
Discussions on the proposed approach:
1. The proposed similarity measure utilizes all the
absolute ratings made by each user on available items.
2. The similarity between two users are calculated
based on both local context and global preferences of the
user rating. Hence misleading of similar user cluster can
be avoided.
3. It assigns equal weight for number of co-rated and
non co-rated items. Hence the proposed similarity
measure works well even if there is no co rated items
exist between two users.
4. In many existing similarity measures like cosine,
PCC, Jaccard, it s not possible to compare each users,
since it provides a same similarity value. But in the
proposed approach, each user becomes comparable, since
it provides different similarity values for each pair of
users.
5. The proposed measure is a normalized similarity
measure as it lies between 0 to 1.

Performance of the proposed similarity measure is
evaluated using precision and recall. Precision is the
proportion between the number of items that are actually
liked by the testing users and the number of top-N items
recommended. Recall is the ratio between the amount of
items liked by the testing users and number of items liked
by active users in the testing set. There is often a tradeoff
between these two measures (Precision & Recall). For
example, if the number of items increases in the top-n
recommendation list then recall will increase while the
precision decreases. Therefore F1-Measure which
combines precision and recall is used to measure the
accuracy of predicting number of nearest neighbors and
performance of the recommendation system.

F Measure = 2 ∗



Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall



(17)

4.3 Performance Comparison
In this section several experiments were conducted on
the two different datasets and the proposed similarity
measure is compared with many other traditional
similarity measures. Number of nearest neighbors and
number of recommendations are the two parameters
which can impact the performance of recommendation
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systems. The results are compared with different values
of these two parameters.
A Performance of different similarity measures on
Jester dataset:
i For K-Nearest Neighbors: Precision gets decreases
as number of k-neighbors increases in all the similarity
measures. But among all the traditional measures, MHSM
provides better precision value. PIP provides worst
precision value when k=80. JacUOD provides better
precision when k¡=20.it is shown in Fig 1. Recall of
ACOS increases at k¿50.Recall of MHSM is better when
compared to all similarity measures and it is shown in the
Fig 2. F-measure is shown in Fig 3.
Fig. 3: Comparision of F-measure against K-Neighbors on jester
data set.

Fig. 1: Comparison of precision against K-Neighbors on jester
dataset.

ii For Number of Recommendations (k): Recalls of
all the similarity measures increases with the increasing
number of recommendations of jokes. MHSM gives
better recall when compared to other similarities for all k
values. Recall of PIP is worst than NHSM, JacUOD,
ACOS, COS, MHSM, when k¿50. PCC gives low recall
value when k is smaller. ACOS gives better recall when
compared to cosine, but compared to MHSM, the recall
value of ACOS is small. It is shown in figure 4.The
precision of MHSM decreases when k value increases.
But precision value is stable when k is small. The
precision of WPCC is worst than all other similarity
measures. The precision of MSD and ACOS similarity
increases when k value increases. Precision recorded by
COS is more stable when compared to MHSM. It is
shown in figure 5. F-measure of the same is shown in
figure 6.

Fig. 4: The performance of different similarity measures on
jester data set (Number of recommendations vs Precision)
Fig. 2: Comparison of Recall against K-Neighbors on Jester
dataset.
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Fig. 5: Comparision of Recall against Number of
Recommendations on jester data set .

Fig. 7: Comparision of precision against K-Neighbors on
News data set.

Fig. 6: Comparision of F-Measure against Number of
recommendations on jester data set.

Fig. 8: Comparision of Recall against K-Neighbors on News
data set.

B Performance of different similarity measures on
news dataset
i For K-neighbors: Cosine similarity gives better
precision value at k=70. PIP provides better precision for
larger values of k. but for smaller values of k, its precision
value is worst. NHSM provides better precision for
smaller values of k. it is shown in Fig 7.Recall of NHSM
decreases when k gets increases. MHSM provides better
recall when compared to all other similarity measures.
Recall of PIP increases when k gets increases, but it is
smaller when compared to MHSM. Cosine similarity
gives better recall for smaller values of k. it is shown in
Fig 8. F-measure of the same is shown in Fig 9.
ii For Number of Recommendations(k): Cosine
similarity gives better precision for smaller values of k
when compared to MHSM. The precision of ACOS
decreases when k value increases. MHSM provides better
recall value when k is large. CPCC provides better
precision when compared to PCC and MSD for all k

Fig. 9: Comparision of F-Measure against K-Neighbors on
News data set.

values. It is shown in Fig 10. recall of MHSM is high
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when compared to all other similarity measures. It is
shown in Fig 11. F-measure of the same is shown in Fig
12.

Fig. 12: Comparision of F-Measure against Number of
recommendations on News data set.

5 Conclusion
Fig. 10: Comparision of Precision against Number of
Recommendations on News data set.

Fig. 11: Comparision of Recall against Number of
Recommendations on News data set.

As some measures are sensitive to false neighbors,
precision and recall obtained by some measures increases
and others decreases as k value increases. This is because
similarity between two users are high but actually their
preferences are not same is called false neighbors. This
situation often arises due to data sparsity in dataset. From
figutre 7 and figure 12, the proposed similarity measure
(MHSM) shows better performance than most other
methods in the whole range number of recommendations.
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This paper discusses the existing similarity measures in
recommendation systems. It also discusses on the
drawbacks of these measures. In order to overcome these
shortages of existing similarity measure, a new similarity
measure called weight based modified heuristic similarity
measure is proposed. It is based on PSS, Bhattacharya
Coefficient, and Jaccard similarity measures and hence it
considers, the local context, global preferences and
proportion of common ratings between two users while
calculating similarity. Each factor in the proposed
similarity measure belongs to 0 to 1 and hence it is
normalized measure. Several experiments were conducted
to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed similarity measure. Experimental results show
that the proposed similarity measure can obtain better
performance when compared to other existing similarity
measures. The proposed measure provides 71% of
F-Measure during the recommendation process.
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